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        Welcome to The Sumner

        The Sumner has the intimate charm of an elegant hotel. Located in the heart of London within strolling distance of Oxford Street shopping, the bright lights of West End, and the tranquillity of Hyde Park.The Sumner is a brand new townhouse located in the heart of London having award winning management. Part of an 1820s Georgian Terrace the hotel has been fitted to the highest standards whilst also preserving many of the buildings historical characteristics.

          

          The Sumner is an award winning  townhouse hotel in the heart of London. All rooms are decorated and luxuriously appointed, featuring air conditioning, widescreen LCD TVs, free Broadband, as well as all traditional amenities.


Combining contemporary luxurious design with warm, friendly and attentive service, The Sumner is truly a unique and special pace.

        Read more

        

        
        
      

      
      
      
        
         

        
          
		  Testimonials

          
		                 
			My stay at The Sumner was everything you could hope for when away from home. Friendly staff, from reception to the cleaning staff.

            Daniel S - Perth
  
           
		   The location is excellent - close to the Marble Arch, subways, buses, sightseeing tour buses, and shopping on Oxford. It is well maintained.

            MrXFro - Oshawa, Canada
 
			
			The Sumner is on a quiet street a few blocks north of Oxford Street near Marble Arch, a prime location, close to everything.

            AlexFStop - Jerusalem, Israel
 
			
			Smal,cozy hotel next to marbel arch.the price was good and i was really happy with what i got. 

            Leias - Senior Contributor
  
           
		    The location is excellent - close to the Marble Arch, subways, buses, sightseeing tour buses, and shopping on Oxford. It is well maintained.

            MrXFro - Oshawa, Canada 
 
			
			Smal,cozy hotel next to marbel arch.the price was good and i was really happy with what i got.would definetly go again.

            Leias - Senior Contributor
  
               
			 SLovely hotel in a great location tucked away behind Marble Arch. Quirky building with very nice design. 

            Simon G - Dublin, Ireland 
  
			
			Recent stay on business was top-class with a 'real' feeling that I was welcome.

            bobbyod
  
            
			I was together with my wife in Sumner hotel for 3 nights last week and it was af very pleassant and comfortable stay.

            peter h - Oslo, Norway 
  
            
			Sumner is the best loving spot as i been there with my wife & we had fun time their as rooms designs are superb, staff is like a best friend. 

            amitchopra229 - New Delhi, India 
  
			
			From the first moment we got to the hotel we realized we made an excellent choice.

            Hila L - Tel Aviv, Tel Aviv, Israel
 
			
			After hours of research online looking for a reasonably priced hotel near Oxford Street, I had almost given up when I came across The Sumner.  

            naomirjerusalem - Jerusalem
  
       
	          We have visited London many times and this is our favorite hotel because of its central location near the Marble Arch action--the tour buses that we use for transportation and Hyde Park--and the comfortable, clean room.

            Rita R - Port Aransas
 
           
		     This hotel located near to Oxford street and two underground stops of the main shopping area is very quiet and very confortable. 

            patrick m - Brussels, Belgium
  
			         
            We just left the Sumner and have no complaints at all. Free wi-fi and free breakfast was great. 

            Jessica T - Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States
  
             
             It was small cozy and comfortable, none of the rush or ques you normally have in the busier bigger hotels.

            Sarah B - London, England, United Kingdom 
  
         
             We just stayed at the hotel and were thrilled with everything about the hotel. The staff was very helpful - the men at night. 

            VickiNJUSA - New Jersey USA 
  
          
             Spent three nights in late September at the Sumner. My husband's first trip there (I've been several times before to visit relatives) so I wanted a place that was well-located, quiet and very comfortable. 

            harewoodgirl - Vancouver, Canada 
  
			 
			 My husband and stayed a few days at the Sumner in November 2009. When 3 of my friends and I decided to go to London we of course chose the Sumner again.

             siriann - Halmstad 
    
          
             My husband and I have just returned from a weekend away in London and stayed at this lovely hotel.

             jan1959Cheshire - cheshire 
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            Facility

            

            
              	Award Winning
	Boutique
	Townhouse
	Centrally Located
	Discrete & Unique


            

          

          
            Tariff

            
              
              New season rates are from: 
              	
                  Queen Double/Twin

                  £121 GBP

                  
	
                  King Double/Twin

                  £134 GBP

                  
	
                  Ace Double

                  £146 GBP

                  


              

              
               WiFi and breakfast included Government Tax (20% VAT) not included Check out time 11.00 am
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